Sources of Noise
- Power tools
- Chipping Hammer
- Trucks
- Machines

Utility Shutdowns w/ excavation to begin:
- Water
- Sprinkler
- Power

Deliveries
- Misc. Materials
- Dumpster change out

Approved Extended Work Hours
- N/A

Events for upcoming week
- Continue Installing L4 fixtures in atrium
- Install carpet in GW1 4th floor
- Continue Installing wood ceiling in atrium
- Install storefront at Gateway
- Continue with Terrazzo in atrium
- Demo of center stair
- Start on Excursive dining demo

Recap of week ending September 2, 2017
- Continue Priming and Painting
- Continue Installing wood ceiling in atrium
- Installing Handrails at Atrium Stairs
- South wall Brick work
- Interior framing in gateway
- Prepping Atrium floor for Terrazzo